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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders Our hats are off to the gentlemen who submitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark Plug Tips of the Month Certificates to issue to each and every one. We know this additional feature in SPORT AVIATION will be well accepted and of great



Stanley W. Wilkin G. D. Wilson 184 Islington Ave., N. Fitzwilliam, N.H. Islington, Ontario, Canada Ellis S. Barrett E. Surry Rd. Keene, N.H.



help to the membership. So, if you have any hints send them in to Headquarters. This month



EAA Individual Achievement Certificates



Hilton McNeal 4390 S. Tamiami Trail Ft. Myers, Fla.



Rollin C. Caler 1113 New Mexico St. Boulder City, Nev.



will



be Kent to the following:



BOX SPAR CLAMP



By Stanley W. Wilkin EAA 10764 184 Islington Ave., N.



Islington, Ontario, CANADA This very simple clamp is an idea that I came up with to help me make an extra dollar to carry on with the building of my aircraft. My chums asked me if I would build a box spar for a mast for their sailboat. The construction of the mast was very similar to a box spar of an aircraft wing. I took on the job to build this 32 foot spar, but in the back of my mind, the thing that I did not know was how I was going to clamo it simply and not lose my shirt in labor for jigging. I hit on this idea for a clamp and made 120 of them from •& in. packing box lumber planed on one side. This was obtained free from my place of employment. The time required to make the clamps was only eight hours. I used two ly2 in. long nails in each block and no glue to make
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the clamp. As the spar was tapered, this made the clamps easy to adjust by moving the block behind the wedge



to the right width for the spar and driving in the nails. The clamp can be made to fit any



width of spar just by cutting the base



block to suit. I used a base block that was 6'2 in. long. I glued A, B and C first with the filler blocks in place, and then glued D. I hope that this idea will be of some help to some of the EAA members who are short on clamps.



TRAMMELING A SWEPTBACK WING



Ellis S. Barrett EAA 15787 E. Surry Rd., Keene, N.H.



By and



G. D. Wilson EAA 11422 Fitzwilliam, N.H.



The problem of how to trammel a pair of sweptback wings with precision has undoubtedly been solved before. However, outlined here is our method which is simple and very accurate. It can be done with a trammel bar, a scale, and a minimum of skull work. We solved the problem for the upper wings of a



Fig. 1
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PJ-260. However, the method can be easily adapted to any wing. Let us assume that the wing has 9'/4 deg. of sweepback and the spars are 25 in. on centers (measured parallel with the ribs).



If you draw a line perpendicular to and intersecting the center line of the rear spar at a compression tube or rib location, use the center line of the compression tube or rib, and the center line of the front spar, you form right triangle ABC. (Fig. 1). Angle CAB equals 90 deg., angle CBA equals 9'/4 deg. This can be proved geometrically. Line CB equals 25 in. Using basic trigonometry, you determine the length of line CA. Sine of 9'/4 deg. = CA .1809 = CA
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4.0175 in. = CA Now take both pairs of spars and clamp them together with the front and rear spar butts displaced by 4.0175 in. (Fig. 2). With a square, scribe several trammel lines across the spars preferably in the vicinity of the compression tubes. When you assemble the wings, use these trammel lines and trammel as if the wings had no sweepback. (Fig. 3). Lo and behold! The wing has 9'/4 deg. sweepback. Trammeling at other than compression tube locations presented no problems. Both wings have a prede-



Fig.



termined amount of sweepback. There are no eyeball measurements and no jigs required. But, perhaps more important, both wings have exactly the same sweepback.



TUBE FLANGING TOOL



By Hilton McNeal EAA 5902



CCA-O



4390 S. Tamiami Trail



Ft. Myers, Fla. In the past, it was a slow, tedious process to make a flanged tube for joining 2 in. flexible tube to a flat surface such as the vent for cabin heat. I took two 3-in. dia. chunks of steel and machined them, as shown in the sketch, for a male and female die. This tool enabled me to easily form a finished flanged tubing nipple in a very short time by putting a



23/4 in. blank length of 2 in. soft aluminum tubing in the female die and



then pressing the male die down on the top to make the flare. Release the press, tap lightly, and the blank



comes out perfectly flared and ready to use by drilling the mounting holes. This sure beats the old hand forming,



welding, or riveting two or three pieces to form this part, and takes only a fraction of the time.



CARBURETOR AIR SCREEN COVER AND CONTROL LOCK



By Rollin C. Caler, EAA 11984 1113 New Mexico St., Boulder City, Nev.



P ing dust and sand while the aircraft is tied down at ROTECTION OF the carburetor air screen from blow-



the airport can be quickly accomplished with the use of



a simple slip-on type cover made of .021 in. galvanized iron obtained at the local builders' supply or hardware store.



The two dimensions of the screen are first marked



on the flat sheet, then about 1% in. added outside and



parallel to the inner lines. A 90 deg. cut with sheet metal shears is made at each corner to allow bending to a box shape. The remaining sharp ends should be cut round to prevent injury. The sides are formed over a block of wood using a mallet. In bending, the inner line should be "saved" which will give a slightly oversize effect. The bend should then be bent in more than 90 deg. to recover (Continued on fop of next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)



the original dimensions then bent out to give a smooth spring-like slide-on surface. The outside face can be painted red as well as to attach a red cloth streamer as a reminder to remove the cover before starting the engine. Tailor-made gust locks for ailerons are easily made by more use of this galvanized iron and % in. scrap wood. A sheet of this metal is placed between the aileron



and the adjacent wing rib and about 6 in. long pieces of % by % in. are placed above and below the rib to give the outer outline of the lock. After marking, the sheet should be cut slightly undersize to prevent unnecessary



sharp edges. The assembly is then nailed together using nails long enough to go through both sides and clinched. The nails go through the metal quite easily. I used three nails on top and three on the bottom. The outer surfaces should bs painted red to be easily seen and removed during the pre-flight inspection. The inner surfaces should remain unpainted to prevent discoloring the aircraft surfaces. The forward edge of the metal should be filed smooth to prevent damage to the aircraft fabric. Attachment to the wing depends on what



struts, etc. are present. On my Corben "Baby Ace," I found a spare piece of vinyl-coated No. 12 solid electrical wire made a quick and durable attachment to the rear strut. A



National Waco Club News By Ray Brandly, President 2640 Brahms Blvd., Dayton, Ohio



rpHOSE WACO owners and admirers who were unable A to attend the Antique Airplane Association Fly-In at Ottumwa, Iowa, will be interested to know that again, and for the fifth consecutive year, Waco airplanes outnumbered all other makes, with a total of 22 Wacos in attendance. The Grand Champion Award went to the newly restored and only Waco D to ever be registered in the United States. This outstanding biplane, owned and flown by John W. Church of Alameda, Calif., is based at South Dayton airport in Ohio and was completely restored to perfection and original condition and colors by Ernest E. Webb of Charlotte, N.C., in less than 10 months time. This Waco must bo seen to be appreciated. The following Waco aicraft attended the 1964 AAA Fly-In: N-UOY



N-726 N-4899 N-11427 N-14041 N-14132 N-16212 N-1771 1 N-19361 N-19386 N-29336 N-29909 N-29954 N-31671 N-32027 N-32065 N-32135 M-32140 N-32153 N-69607 N-74835



RNF YKC-S GXE QCF2 UMF?



1930 1935 1927



Marvin Randall/Sioux Falls, S. Dak. Bill Meeks/Kokomo, Ind.



1931 1934



Lee Parsons/Aliquippa, Pa. Harold Johnson/Dayton, Ohio



YMF5 YQC6 EGC7 AVN8 YKS7 UPF7 UPF7 UPF7 VKS7F UPF7 HPF7 UPF7 UPF7 UPF7 EGC8 VPF7



1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1940 1940 1942 1941 1941



Bob Wagner/Miamisburg, Ohio



194!



1941 1941 1940 1937



It. Ralph Driscoll, Cedar Rapids, Iowa



Reynolds Johansson/Madison, Ala. Gary Flaherty/Murray, Iowa Bill Meeks/Kokomo, Ind. Tom Whisnant/Granite Falls, N.C. Charles Cliff/Kansas City, Mo. Richard Gates/Menominee, Mich. George Lytle/Royal Oak, Mich. Ed Wegner/Plymouth, Wis. Gerald Miller/Denver, Colo. Don Schmitz/Dayton, Ohio Pete Rovero/Gardena, Calif. Warren Coe/West Carrollton, Ohio Bill Piskos/St. Louis, Mo. Joseph Stevinson/Kansas City, Mo. Robert Hill/Naples, Fla.



The extremely immaculate and original Waco UPF7 flown by Pete Rovero is the most traveled Waco in the 28
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United States today. It flew more miles than any other airplane to attend the 1964 Fly-In, winging from Los Angeles to New York and back to Ottumwa for the Fly-In, including stops in Dayton and Chicago. The outstanding and extremely original Waco EGC8, N-69607, which attended the AAA Fly-In is now being offered for sale. It rates with the five most outstanding Waco types in existence today, and anyone interested can contact Joseph Stevinson of 5905 Locust in Kansas City, Mo. A



"I anticipate no control problems, sir, but rather than sacrifice cruise speed for climb performance for the first few flights . . . "
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

the first time, as all the heads of the nails will b? facing up. ... hammer head so it can be driven straight. A frame can be ... is picked up in both hands, and moved sharply sideways, back and ... tape, beginning at the first hole, drawing it up ti
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

Eddie H. Vung, Jr. 1619 Memory Lane. Alamogordo, N.M.. PLYWOOD COMPOUND CURVES. By W. H. Wilkerson, EAA 14087. 418 S. Merriam, Miles City, Mont.
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders 

Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are â€¢'/' to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

that fine job of pin striping when painting your com- pleted ship. ...... JIM SMITH, Davenport, Iowa . ..... (Reprinted from Darke County, Ohio. Chapter 109 ...
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders 

in. piece of wood, and across the top of the templates I ... Here is an outline of a frame I made to hold the .... Meticulously smooth the wood structure, using.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

1 Mills Crescent. Saskatoon Sask., Canada. Capt. William E. Brown. R. D. 4. Athens, Ohio. PRESSURE GLUING METHOD. By L. J. Weishaar, EAA 9250.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that roe had enough of those AC ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

thermometer capillary with a sensing coil (not electrical, but gas and fluid .... a new generator. ... to a Fly-In just to repair cars . . . this we could have done at home ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

Helpful Hints For Homebuildeis. Our hats arc off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Helpful Hints tor Homebuilders - Size 

Each stand consists of two uprights at least 3 ft. high. A length of upholsterer's webbing or a length of heavy canvas strap is tacked to both uprights so as to form ...
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EAA Hints For Homebuilders 

scribed, on a flat surface with a. Blade attach resting points. Â© wedge trimmed to the proper angle, inserted between the blade face and the flat surface, at the ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

EAA 238526. 45550 Pickford Ave. Lancaster, CA 93534. The purpose of this device is to alert the pilot should the alternator or regulator (or pilot) malfunction.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

through the cut out slot in the lead- ing edge of .... a Fluke Model 23-2 Multimeter with Holster from the ... test will run from August through July of ... Vari-Bit Kit).
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Here is a tool I devised during ... ply place the tool against the edge of a piece of aluminum ... The best place to start with a pro- ject like ... SPORT AVIATION 101.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

electric sensor detects exterior daylight, position ... unobstructed approaches with a 3,000 foot (2.000 foot paved) runway and ... the following aid which solved the problem in a matter of minutes. Quite ... any control circuit that might acciden-.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

still functions normally. Once installed, you can be more com ... solid flying skills. So - safe flying! ... to use, works with all kinds of materi- als (not just metals), and ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

integral axle, so I drilled and tapped the tailwheel assembly at the end op- ... help you decide what type of airplane you d enjoy building, and we'll give you the ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

I've had to drill holes through aluminum skin based only on measurement. Here is a way to visually ver- ify the position of under- lying ribs and spars. Flexible ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Auburn, Washington 98002 Mon-Fri 8:00am - 5:30pm PST. CALL 206-931-0370. FAX 24 HRS 206-931-0584. E-Mail [email protected]. For information, use ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

sented by Snap-on Tools (KR657 Roll Cab and KR637 Top Chest), Aircraft Spruce &. Specialty ($250 gift certificate), and Ameri- can Saw & Mfg. Co. (Lenox ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

The indicator design is based on the. LM3914 Dot/Bar .... pc board. The 10-segment LED array can be mounted in a face-plate of your design and labeled to ...
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EAA's Hints For Homebuilders 

After my friendly neighborhood mechanic stuck a jack through the wing of my newly purchased RV-4, I decided to redo the instrument panel while the plane was ...
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hints for homebuilders "balancing" 

and washers hold the assembly to- gether. The assembly then sits on a couple of sawhorses. The ball bearings in the skateboard wheels will allow the propeller ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

621 N. 36th St. Omaha, NE 68131. Although timing checkers are not uncommon, the most inexpensive one that I could find is over $40. This one can be put ...
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